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Previously to play WhatsApp on our laptop/computer we had to open web.whatsapp.com browser as in previous writing. This means that every time we want to play WhatsApp on a laptop/pc we have to use a browser like Chrome, Firefox, Edge, Opera or other. Now WhatsApp has a specific WhatsApp application that can be installed on a laptop/PC to make
it based on Windows, MacOS or Linux. So we no longer have to open the browser first if we want to play WhatsApp on your laptop/pc the way it was before. The way it's used even seems exactly web.whatsapp.com setup method is quite simple. Please follow the below. On laptop/PC: 1. Please download whatsapp app 2. When you're done, just follow the
instructions. 3. When you are done, run the program. On mobile: 1. Open the WhatsApp 2 app. Click the vertical triple point menu in the top right corner 3. Click WhatsApp Web 4. Spot the camera in the QR code on your laptop/PC 5. Done, and you can play WhatsApp directly on the laptop/pc. In these situations, all WhatsApp app settings on a laptop/PC are
still as default. Please make some adjustments to fit what you want, such as how new chat notifications are imported. Click the three-point horizontal menu, and then click Settings. For more information please see the video here. For those who want to always follow updates from the WhatsApp group or who are using WhatsApp to do business to stay close
to customers, the WhatsApp app for laptop/PC is right for you. So when you are working with your laptop/computer, you remain up to day without having to unlock your phone again. So hopefully it's worthwhile. See also: – Send photos via WA to prevent quality loss – How to login to WA group without permission – Enable fingerprint sensor on WhatsApp –
How to play WhatsApp on laptop/PC (WhatsApp web) – How to install and use WhatsApp on Android devices without SIM card – Back up and restore WhatsApp, transfer chat to new hp WhatsApp messaging app is not just for iPhone and Android phones. WhatsApp for PC allows you to use the popular messaging app on your Windows PC and chat with
WhatsApp connected family and friends wherever they are. ProsIt is free: WhatsApp web is free to use and does not include ads. Secure end-to-end communications: WhatsApp messages have been secured with end-to-end encryption using the Open Whisper Systems Signal Protocol, which is also used in Private Signal Messenger, Facebook Messenger,
and Google Allo. WhatsApp, by default, encrypts messages that end up; for some other encrypted messaging apps, such as Allo, you need to actively choose to chat using end-to-end encryption WhatsApp for PC is tied to your mobile phone Issue: The Windows Version of WhatsApp uses your phone to allow your account. During launch, you will be asked to
use the QR scanner on WhatsApp on your phone to scan the QR code on your COMPUTER. Once launched, you can either use your phone or computer for chat, with everything syncing between devices. WhatsApp also uses your mobile number to identify you and your contacts. (Curious, while the official whatsApp app name is the web, you don't use a
WhatsApp web client or web browser for chat but the WhatsApp app for PCs.) Individual and group chats: Chat with anyone on your contact list one by one. You can have group chats with as many as 256 family members and friends and select members as group administrators. You can share videos and photos, snap and send a photo using a WhatsApp
camera, share documents, record voice messages, add stickers and send contact information from WhatsApp's contact list. See: Android Security and Privacy Start KitConsDoesn includes every feature available in the mobile version: Unlike the mobile version of WhatsApp Messenger, you can make individual-to-person audio or video calls with the
WhatsApp desktop app. Facebook data concerns: With news about how Facebook has and protected its users' data, WhatsApp users may be justified in worrying about how WhatsApp protects their account information. (The WhatsApp founder's decision to leave the company reportedly over Facebook's security concerns does not help alleviate privacy
concerns.) In a recent update to its terms of service, WhatsApp said that Facebook does not use your WhatsApp account information to improve your Facebook product experiences or offer you more relevant Download.com Facebook ad experiences on Facebook. Other chat apps offer end-to-end encryption without Facebook luggage: it's low that WhatsApp
offers that you can't find in other secure messaging apps. If you need to chat on WhatsApp with someone, that's fine. But if you're looking for a safe and usable chat app, you can find other apps -- and arguably better -- ones, including the free signal communication service and open source from open-source whispering systems that allow you to keep
encrypted text, audio and video chats for free. Bottom LineWhatsApp for Windows is an easy way to keep in touch with family and friends who also use the app when you're away from your phone. The PC version lacks a few of the features found in the mobile app, and if privacy is your primary concern, you may want to consider another messaging app not
tied to Facebook.Also Facebook Messenger for Windows 7 Facebook chat on your desktop is an unofficial desktop client for Facebook chat a desktop version of this popular messaging service high quality videocalls from Consider your PC with your game While the chat game on Facebook Messenger made Videochat easy with a few people at the same
time WhatsApp is one of the most popular chats and instant messaging applications available today. The service allows users to store data by messaging on a computer's Internet connection. Normally, people use this app on mobile devices, but with the new version of Windows, you can finally access chats directly from your desktop messenger.Connect
from your working computer or laptop with ease with this WhatsApp download for PCs. The new desktop app is available for download on both Windows and MacOS. The software syncs with the app on your mobile device. Also, since you install it natively, you can customize keyboard notifications and shortcuts to your liking. WhatsApp's sleek and simple
desktop interface is what you'd expect, with no frills or clutter. Options are clear and well organized. For anyone familiar with WhatsApp for Android, navigation and usability will not need to be explained. If you're not familiar with it, it's easy to learn. It didn't take much time or effort to learn. Options are reminiscent of whatsApp's Android app. Users may also
be familiar with the web browser version, which is very similar in functionality and layout. Many of the same, the great functions of this Download WhatsApp for your PC are very similar to the mobile and web versions. A lot of what you'd expect to see and do is provided, except now it's on a bigger screen. You can chat, send, and receive photos or other
documents. The app also offers the ability to create and run groups and make changes to your profile. Real-time synching once you have installed this software, you will need to scan the QR code using your mobile device. It looks like a WhatsApp Web. After that, your devices will sync, and you can start chatting from your laptop or desktop computer. While
the app is similar to the web version, it's good to be able to access chat without having to open a web browser. The app is made more accessible by changing settings so that you will receive native desktop notifications. The problem is that you need a fixed connection to your phone. If your mobile device happens to be dead, then you can't log in to the
desktop version. Other apps like LINE offer a one-time password method. This will keep your messages safe, but it won't stop your desktop experience if there's a dead phone battery. Chat better, faster, and easier connections normally faster through a computer, so files will be transmitted faster and messages will be delivered quickly. Not only is the screen
bigger and easier on the eye, but chatting on the computer keyboard is also much faster and more convenient for many. Like other versions, this chat app gives you the power to manage groups of up to 256 people at a time. May Group, too, as well as customize notifications. These are useful for scheduling events or for professional settings. Experience
better if you have a webcam and microphone on your computer, you can send photos, videos, and audio clips through your computer. A phone should always be connected unfortunately the fact that the app is connected to your phone is both an advantage and a disadvantage. Your mobile device should be connected at all times when you use WhatsApp for
Windows. To reduce data usage, make sure your Android or iPhone is connected to a Wi-Fi network. There are some options missing a few unexpected flaws with the desktop app. A few options are missing, such as the ability to contact people via voice and video calls. With WhatsApp for Windows 10 PCs, you also can't share your current location.
Alternative apps if you are looking for other platforms, there are a couple of similar apps you can try. The line for Windows works the same way as WhatsApp, but you need a landline connection to use the desktop app. Instead, you enter a one-time password and access your account on your computer. You still need a working phone number, though, so the
need remains consistent. You can also pick up Telegram for desktop, but you still need a mobile account like LINE and WhatsApp. The app is also available for Mac. If you don't have a reliable number, IM+ is a great option. It combines all your messaging services for popular accounts like Facebook. It's a good alternative, especially if you want to keep all
your messages in one place. For those who do a lot of work on their PC during the day and don't want to worry about having to switch between devices, downloading WhatsApp for Windows is the right call. Our only hope for the future is to be able to enjoy this app without having to connect our phones. Even though there are some minor harassment and
missing features, this desktop version of the popular world-class messaging app is convenient and well designed. When the program can work independently, without connecting a mobile device, it should be a download for any WhatsApp user with a Windows PC. If you download the latest version of desktop apps, you'll have seamless messaging until your
device runs at least on Windows 10. For best results, WhatsApp recommends that your computer also has an integrated keyboard, mouse, and camera. Camera.
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